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Introduction
Genotyping experiments result in a list of relevant variants for a phenotype. The next step is to find 
out the molecular causes of the association. Gene regulatory variants are variants that affect the 
expression levels of genes. To understand the molecular causes of gene regulatory variants, it is 
common to overlap these variants with chromatin marks known to be important for the DNA 
accessability to transcription factors, see eg fig 5 in [PMID 25704602].

Objective
We expect the students to:

• Create a Snakemake workflow (Fig 1) that:
◦ annotates variants with their closest transcripts into a file “var_transcript.tsv”
◦ returns a file “var_annot.tsv” with the intersection of variants and chromatin peaks
◦ creates a bed file “variant.bed” for the variants to shown both variants and peaks in a 

genome browser
• Create a GNU Makefile that data used a input for the Snakemake workflow
• Show screenshots and discuss figure with peaks and variants in a genome browser, eg like 

fig 5 in [PMID 25704602]

• Explain data formats and tools visited during the cours, eg.:

◦ Useful unix tools such as cut, sed, awk, ...

◦ Bash, GNU Make and Snakemake, ...

◦ NGS file formats: Bed, Wig, GTF, etc

◦ Genome browsers, …

◦ Any topic you want about the course

• Present all the above data in an around 3-4 pages long report containing intro, methods, 

results, discussion, figures, tables, … 



Materials

List of input files

• VCF file with variants including rs227727 (PMID 25704602)
• Annotation files

◦ http://tagc.univ-mrs.fr/remap/download/All/nrPeaks_all.bed.gz
◦ http://www.cell.com/cms/attachment/2021776442/2041649929/mmc8.zip (HSMMtube, 

HUVEC, Skeletal_Muscle_Myoblast, Fetal_muscle, BI_Skeletal_Muscle, HMEC)

• HG19 transcripts: ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/grch37/release-
86/gtf/homo_sapiens/Homo_sapiens.GRCh37.85.chr.gtf.gz

Tips to implement this workflow
In the case of the closest transcripts you need to “grep” first the transcript lines of the GTF file, 
extract the coordinates, convert the start to zero-based and write to a bed format with eg. the 
transcript ID in the fourth column. You have also to convert the SNP.vcf file to a SNP.bed. Then you
can use the “bedtools closest” tool to get the closest transcripts to the gene. The var_trascript.tsv 
could be a two column file with RSID and the transcript id:

rsid transcript

rsX transcriptIdX

… ...

In the case of the intersection of annotations and variants, you have two beds (SNP.bed) and an 
annotation bed and you can find the intersection simply with the “bedtools intersect” tool. After 
carrying out the intersection for several annotation bed files, we would like to have them merged 

Figure 1: Workflow to annotate variants based on bed file.
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into a single text file that looks like this

rsid annotation

rs1 file1.bed

rs1 file1.bed

rs2 file1.bed

… ...
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